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Abstract: Classically, in open-channel networks, the flow is numerically approximated by the one-dimensional Saint Venant equations
coupled with a junction model. In this study, a comparison between the one-dimensional 共1D兲 and two-dimensional 共2D兲 numerical
simulations of subcritical flow in open-channel networks is presented and completely described allowing for a full comprehension of the
modeling of water flow. For the 1D, the mathematical model used is the 1D Saint Venant equations to find the solution in branches. For
junction, various models based on momentum or energy conservation have been developed to relate the flow variables at the junction.
These models are of empirical nature due to certain parameters given by experimental results and moreover they often present a reduced
field of validity. In contrast, for the 2D simulation, the junction is discretized into triangular cells and we simply apply the 2D Saint Venant
equations, which are solved by a second-order finite-volume method. In order to give an answer to the question of luxury or necessity of
the 2D approach, the 1D and 2D numerical results for steady flow are compared to existing experimental data.
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Introduction
In the design of flood control channels, one of the most important
hydraulic problems is the analysis of the flow conditions at openchannel junctions. Typical examples of these junctions are encountered in urban water networks, irrigation and drainage canals,
and natural river systems. Many problems in water resources,
river mechanics, and environmental hydraulics require accurate
description of the characteristic parameters of the flow regime in
these open-channel networks.
An open-channel network system may consist of a number of
interconnected river branches joined at a number of junctions. For
a one-dimensional 共1D兲 model, the presence of internal junctions
poses difficulties in numerical solution of unsteady flow through
the system because these junctions act as internal boundary conditions for each channel joined at a junction 共Yen 1979兲. The
values of the flow parameters 共stage and velocity兲 at these internal
nodes are a function of the solution, which vary with time. Therefore, 1D flow simulation in open-channel networks is much more
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complicated than single channel solutions, especially for largescale networks 共Akan and Yen 1981; Yen and Osman 1976兲. The
whole system is considered as a set of branches in which the 1D
Saint Venant equations are applied and linked by different junction models. The hydraulic conditions at a junction can be modeled by the mass conservation equation and either the energy
conservation equation or the momentum equation. Different combining junction models exist in the literature and are of empirical
nature as certain model parameters are based on experimental
results and hence their range of validity may be limited. The
simplest junction model is the equality of water stage model,
which is used by most of applications in the hydraulic engineering. More recent models were proposed by Gurram et al. 共1997兲,
Hsu et al. 共1998a,b兲, and Shabayek et al. 共2002兲.
In this work, we simulate and compare results of a 1D model
with those obtained from the two-dimensional 共2D兲 Saint Venant
equations in the case of subcritical flow. The 1D Saint Venant
equations are coupled with the Shabayek et al. 共2002兲 model to
find the solution in the network system. For the 2D case, the
whole system 共branches and junction兲 is considered as one system
and discretized into triangular cells forming an unstructured computational mesh, and the 2D Saint Venant equations are solved by
a second-order finite-volume method. The study is focused on the
prediction of the water depths at the junction. The obtained results
for subcritical steady flow through combining junctions are
shown and compared to existing experimental results obtained by
different authors. The objective of this paper is to show that the
1D approximation is not acceptable in all cases and that with a
classical 2D approach, we can obtain very accurate results with a
reasonable space discretization and therefore a reasonable CPU
time.

Literature Review
Previous studies on combining subcritical open-channel flows
proposed theoretical approaches based on the mass and momen-
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tum conservation for determining the upstream-to-downstream
depth ratio. Taylor 共1944兲 presented the first study on junction
flow and referred to the complexity of the problem. He conducted
experiments in horizontal rectangular channels of junction angles
of 45° and 135°. For a given downstream flow depth hd and
upstream-to-downstream discharge ratio qu = Qu / Qd, he derived
an equation for the relative upstream flow depth Y u = hu / hd. A
comparison with data showed fair agreement for ␦ = 45° and poor
agreement for ␦ = 135°.
A second systematic study on junction flow was presented by
Webber and Greated 共1966兲. A small model with junction angles
␦ = 30°, ␦ = 60°, and ␦ = 90° was used. Modi et al. 共1981兲 investigated open-channel junction using conformal mapping and therefore did not take into account energy losses. Best and Reid 共1984兲
analyzed experimentally the geometry of the separation zone at
sharp-edged open-channel junctions. Based on the experimental
approach of Best and Reid 共1984兲, Hager 共1987兲 introduced a
simple model in which the pressure distribution on the lateral
sidewall and the lateral momentum contribution were taken into
account. He aimed at predicting the width of the separation zone
by a 1D approach. Ramamurthy et al. 共1988兲 studied combining
open-channel flow at a right-angled junction based on the momentum transfer from the lateral to main branch. He applied separate momentum equations for the flow in the lateral and main
channels. The lateral momentum contribution was found to increase as the lateral discharge ratio increases.
Gurram et al. 共1997兲 studied the characteristics of the lateral
flow and the flow contraction in the tailwater channel and determined expressions for the momentum correction coefficient and
the lateral wall pressure force. An equation for the ratio of flow
depths in the lateral and upstream branches was also provided.
Hsu et al. 共1998a,b兲 applied overall mass and energy conservations to the junction and momentum conservation to two control
volumes in the junction and computed an energy loss coefficient
and the depth ratio. All of the above-noted studies were for equalwidth junction flows and equality of the upstream flow depths
was assumed. Recently, Shabayek et al. 共2002兲 developed a 1D
model providing the necessary internal boundary equations for
combining subcritical open-channel junctions. The advantage of
this model is that it does not assume equal upstream flow depths.
The model is based on the momentum principle together with
mass continuity through the junction. Shabayek et al. 共2002兲 used
an analytical approach for solving the upstream-to-downstream
depth ratio Y u and the lateral-to-downstream depth ratio Y L.

1D Study
For the 1D simulation, the 1D Saint Venant equations are applied
in branches while these equations are not applicable within the
junction which is treated as an internal boundary condition. Junction models or conditions are generally empirical and so are limited to the conditions under which they were developed, for
example, subcritical flow and for a network system composed of
three rectangular branches linked by one combining junction.

Fig. 1. 1D junction problem

tively 共see Fig. 1兲. The water depths and discharges at the upstream, lateral, and downstream points to the junction are denoted
by hu, hL, hd, Qu, QL, and Qd. The junction angle is denoted by ␦.
The recent model of Shabayek et al. 共2002兲 which is quite
general was selected for this study. It does not assume the equality of water stages, or the equality of widths, and apply the momentum principle in the streamwise direction to two control
volumes in the junction together with overall mass conservation.
The equations derived by Shabayek et al. 共2002兲 are
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where
qu = Qu / Qd
and
qL = QL / Qd = 1 − qu = upstream-todownstream and the lateral-to-downstream discharge ratios, respectively, and F2d = Q2d / 共gb2dh3d兲 = Froude number at the beginning
of the downstream branch. Bu, BL, and Bd = widths in upstream,
lateral, and downstream branches of the junction. w1 = Bu / Bd and
w2 = BL / Bd = upstream-to-downstream and lateral-to-downstream
width ratios. S0 = longitudinal slope of the junction. Cⴱ = Chezy
nondimensional coefficient and L1 and L2 = outer lengths of the
two control volumes. Kⴱ = interfacial shear coefficient and K
= separation zone coefficient. According to Shabayek et al.
共2002兲, the values of Kⴱ and K are given by Kⴱ = −0.0015␦ + 0.3
and K = 0.0092␦ − 0.1855.

1D Combining Junction Model

Coupling the Channel Solution with the Junction
Solution

Consider a network system composed of three rectangular
branches linked by one combining junction. We denote by branch
u, branch L, and branch d the main channel located upstream of
the junction, the lateral channel branching to the main channel,
and the main channel located downstream of the junction, respec-

The solution at the internal points enclosing the junction involves
six unknowns variables, hd , Qd , hL , QL , hu , Qu, and so six
equations are needed to solve the 1D junction problem. Three
equations are derived from the branches’ solutions through the
characteristics equations
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冦

Qu = f u共hu兲
QL = f L共hL兲
Qd = f d共hd兲

冧

共2兲

For more details about the method of characteristics, see GarciaNavarro and Saviron 共1992兲. One corresponds to the conservation
of mass at the junction
共3兲

Qu + QL = Qd

The last two equations are derived from Shabayek et al. 共2002兲
model 关Eqs. 共1a兲 and 共1b兲兴. The system of these six equations is
nonlinear and its solution is obtained by a Newton-Raphson
method.

2D Study
2D Saint Venant equations
The 2D depth integrated shallow water equations are obtained by
integrating the Navier-Stokes equations over the flow depth with
the following assumptions: uniform velocity distribution in the
vertical direction, incompressible fluid, hydrostatic pressure distribution, and small bottom slope. The continuity and momentum
equations are
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where i and j denote the ith cell and the jth edge of the cell,
respectively; Ui and Si are the average quantities stored at the
center of the ith cell; nij = unit outward normal vector at the jth
edge; ⌬⌫ij = length of the jth edge; and Fⴱ = Fⴱ共UL , UR兲
= numerical flux through the edge which is computed by an exact
or approximate Riemann solver. UL and UR are the reconstructions of U on the right and the left of an edge.
The present model employs the Roe 共1981兲 Riemann solver to
compute the normal flux at the face of a control volume. To
obtain a second-order scheme in space, we use the monotone
upstream-centered schemes for conservation laws approach for
the reconstruction of UL and UR at the interfaces 关for more details,
see Frazao and Guinot 共2007兲 indeed of Guinot 共2007兲兴.

冕

共8兲

Since The TVD Runge-Kutta method is an explicit scheme, the
time step dt must be selected based on the Courant-FriedrichLewy stability criterion. The maximum allowable time step is
limited in this paper by the following:
dt = CFL

Ai

兺j ⌬⌫ij min共u · nx + v · ny − c,0兲

共9兲

where 0 ⬍ CFLⱕ 1 = Courant number.
Boundary Conditions

A cell-centered finite-volume method is formulated for Eq. 共4兲
over a triangular control volume, where the dependent variables
of the system are stored at the center of the cell and represented as
piecewise constants. Integrating Eq. 共4兲 over the area of the ith
control volume, one obtains
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共6兲
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where n M = Manning’s roughness coefficient.

U
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The second-order accurate two-stage TVD Runge-Kutta scheme
of Cockburn and Shu 共1998兲 is employed in this work. Denoting
the right-hand side of Eq. 共7兲 as L共U兲, an optimal second-order
TVD Runge-Kutta method is given by

where u and v = velocity components in the x and y directions,
respectively; h = water depth; g = acceleration due to gravity;
共S0x , S0y兲 = bed slopes in the x and y directions; and 共S fx , S fy兲
= friction slopes in the x and y directions, respectively. In this
study, the friction slopes are estimated by using Manning’s formula
S fx =

F · nd⌫ =

⌫i

where ⌫i = boundary of the ith control volume and n = unit outward vector normal to the boundary. Approximating the line integral by a midpoint quadrature rule, Eq. 共6兲 can be written as

and
0

冕
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h
U = hu ,
hv

Using the divergence theorem, the second integral on the lefthand side of Eq. 共5兲 can be replaced by a line integral around the
control volume

SdA

Ai

ជ and Ai = area of the control volume.
where F = Eiជ + G

共5兲

Boundary conditions are imposed at the face of the cell and the
values of the conserved variables at the face are extrapolated from
the cell center. According to the theory of characteristics 共Hirsch
1990兲, the Riemann invariants of the 1D shallow water equations
are
R− = u + 2c,

R+ = u − 2c

共10兲

which are conserved along dx / dt = u + c and dx / dt = u − c, respectively, when the contributions of the source terms are neglected.
R− and R+ denote the states to the right and left of a face, respectively, and c = 冑gh is the wave celerity. Since the right side of a
boundary is outside the domain, the R− condition is replaced by
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Table 1. Experimental Details for Previous Experimental Studies
Author date
Bu , BL , Bd 共nm兲
qu
␦
Fd

Taylor 共1944兲

Webber and Greated 共1966兲

Gurram 共1994兲

Hsu et al. 共1998a,b兲

101.6
0.4, 0.6, 0.8
45°, 135°
0.20–0.75

127
0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8
30°, 60°, 90°
0.20–0.60

500
0.25, 0.5, 0.75
30°, 60°, 90°
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1

155
0.08–0.91
30°, 45°, 60°, 90°
0.57–0.91

the boundary condition itself. For 2D shallow water equations, the
R+ condition is given as
共u, v兲L · n + 2冑ghL = 共u, v兲ⴱ · n + 2冑ghⴱ

共11兲

ⴱ

where the subscripts and L denote the variables at the boundary
and the left side, respectively. Eq. 共11兲 is combined with the
boundary condition to compute the normal flux at the boundary.
The normal flux at the boundary is given as

Fⴱ · n =

冢

hⴱ共u, v兲ⴱ · n
1
hⴱuⴱ共u, v兲ⴱ · n + gh2ⴱnx
2
1
hⴱvⴱ共u, v兲ⴱ · n + gh2ⴱny
2

冣

共12兲

where nx and ny = components of n in the x and y directions,
respectively.
According to the theory of characteristics 共Hirsch 1990兲, two
boundary conditions are needed when the flow regime is subcritical. For a subcritical flow, a boundary condition is imposed in the
form of flow depth, unit discharge, or velocity. In the case of a
depth boundary condition, hⴱ is given and 共u , v兲ⴱ · n is computed
directly from Eq. 共11兲. In the case of a velocity boundary condition, 共u , v兲ⴱ · n is given and hⴱ is computed by modifying Eq. 共11兲.
Finally, the normal flux in Eq. 共12兲 can be computed by using hⴱ,
uⴱ, and vⴱ.
A free slip condition is applied at the solid boundary, i.e., the
normal velocity component at the face is set to zero
共u, v兲ⴱ · n = 0

共13兲

tion, each branch was discretized into 20 cells while for the 2D
simulation, the computational domain 共branches and junction兲
was triangulated into 1,290 cells 共Fig. 2兲.
Experimental Setup of Hsu et al. „1998a,b…
In their study, the flows upstream of the main and branch channels were subcritical and values of the downstream Froude number were taken in the range of 0.57⬍ Fd ⬍ 0.91. The experiments
were carried out in a rectangular flume made of plywood with a
horizontal bed. The main and branch flumes were 12 and 4 m
long, respectively. Both flumes were 0.155 m wide with junction
angles, ␦, being 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°. The junction corners were
sharp-edged in order to reduce the friction effects of the flume
boundaries.
Figs. 3 and 4 present the variation of the measured and the
computed depth ratios Y u and Y L, respectively, for ␦ = 30°, 45°,
60°, and 90°. For ␦ = 30°, the 1D approach gives acceptable results and very good agreement between the 2D Saint Venant equations and the experimental data is obtained. For ␦ = 45°, the results
obtained by the 2D Saint Venant equations are also very close to
the experimental data but a remarkable difference is found between the 1D approach and the experiments. The discrepancy
between the 1D approach and the experimental data increases also
for the two angles of 60° and 90° and becomes more serious,
while the 2D results agree well with the experimental data and
very good agreement is still found.
For a more quantitative assessment of the water depth ratios’
prediction Y u and Y L, we introduce an estimator of quality EY as
follows:

and hⴱ is computed by using Eq. 共11兲.

Numerical Results and Discussion
The experimental observations of Taylor 共1944兲, Webber and
Greated 共1966兲, Gurram 共1994兲, and Hsu et al. 共1998a,b兲 are used
for a preliminary models verification of the prediction of water
depth. Fig. 1 shows the geometric configuration of the junctions
considered in the studies of Taylor 共1944兲, Webber and Greated
共1966兲, Gurram 共1994兲, and Hsu et al. 共1998a,b兲. In these studies,
the flow was subcritical throughout and the branches were horizontal, rectangular of equal width. In all these studies, the measurements used for the comparison were taken at the three cross
sections near the junction 共AB, CD, and EF兲 shown in Fig. 1.
These sections are located between two and four times the width
of the channel.
For the numerical simulation, the boundary conditions are
given as follows: for a known upstream flow discharge Qu, a
known lateral flow discharge QL, and a known downstream water
depth hd, the depth ratios Y u and Y L are computed using the 1D
approach and the 2D Saint Venant equations. The Manning roughness coefficient is fixed to zero. Table 1 shows the experimental
details for the different experimental studies. For the 1D simula-

EY = 100 · max

冏

Yp − Ym
Ym

冏

共14兲

where Y p and Y m = predicted and measured depth ratios, respectively. Table 2 shows values of EY for the 1D and the 2D ap-

Fig. 2. Unstructured mesh of the junction
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the main channel depth ratios with the data of Hsu et al. 共1998a,b兲: 共a兲 angle 30°; 共b兲 angle 45°; 共c兲 angle 60°; and 共d兲
angle 90°

Fig. 4. Comparison of the lateral branch depth ratios with the data of Hsu et al. 共1998a,b兲: 共a兲 angle 30°; 共b兲 angle 45°; 共c兲 angle 60°; and 共d兲
angle 90°
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Table 2. Percentage Error 关according to Eq. 共14兲兴 for the Two Approaches 共1D and 2D兲 with respect to the Data of Hsu et al. 共1998a,b兲
Angle
30°
45°
60°
90°

EY u 共1D兲

EY u 共2D兲

EY L 共1D兲

EY L 共2D兲

1.32
4.17
6.51
7.26

0.62
0.45
0.64
0.91

1.81
4.26
7.55
8.18

0.79
0.75
0.99
1.26

proaches. In all the investigated tests, the 2D approach gives the
best agreement with the experimental data with EY ⬍ 1% in all
cases. For the 1D approach, the error is acceptable for the angle
of 30° but it increases with the junction angle and reaches 8.18%
for the angle of 90°.
Other Experimental Data
Webber and Greated 共1966兲 and Gurram 共1994兲 presented their
results in the form of plots of the main channel depth ratio, Y u,
versus the downstream Froude number, Fd, for the different discharge ratios, qu, and the different junction angles, ␦. Taylor
共1944兲 plotted Y u versus a lateral channel kineticity coefficient
which can be related to Fd and qu. Fig. 5 compares the experi-

mental data with the two approaches 1D and 2D for different
discharge ratios and junction angles.
According to Fig. 5, the experimental results are correctly reproduced by the 2D approach. The figure indicates a good agreement between the experimental data and the results obtained by
the 2D approach. This approach correlates well to the measured
data and gives better accuracy than the ones provided by the 1D
approach, which does not always achieve a very good agreement.
We can find good agreement between the 1D approach and the
experimental data for small values of Fd. Once Fd increases, the
discrepancy between the 1D approach and the experimental data
increases and becomes more critical.

Conclusions
In this study, a comparison between the 1D and the 2D simulations of subcritical flow through combining junctions is presented.
For the 1D study, the 1D Saint Venant equations coupled with
Shabayek et al. 共2002兲 junction model are used to find the solution in the network system 共branches and junction兲, while for the
2D case, the whole system is discretized into triangular cells
forming an unstructured computational mesh and the 2D Saint

Fig. 5. Comparison of the main channel depth ratios with experimental data: 共a兲 Webber and Greated 共1966兲 data 共angle= 30° and q = 0.2兲; 共b兲
Taylor 共1944兲 data 共angle= 45° and q = 0.6兲; 共c兲 Gurram 共1994兲 data 共angle= 90° and q = 0.25兲; and 共d兲 Taylor 共1944兲 data 共angle= 135° and q
= 0.8兲
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Venant equations are solved by a second-order finite-volume
method with the Riemann solver of Roe 共1981兲. The two approaches are compared to different experimental data. According
to the comparison between the two approaches 1D and 2D and the
experimental data of Taylor 共1944兲, Webber and Greated 共1966兲,
Gurram 共1994兲, and Hsu et al. 共1998a,b兲, we can conclude that the
1D approach does not always achieve a very good agreement.
This approach gives good results for small junction angle and
small downstream Froude number. Once these parameters increase, the discrepancy between the 1D approach and the experimental data increases, while the 2D approach correlates well to
the measured data and performs almost as well in all the considered cases and for the different flow parameters. This work shows
therefore that the idea of combining a 1D approach in branches to
a 2D approach for the junctions in practical situation is a good
methodology when we observed the quality of the 2D simulation
results. Therefore, future work will consist of developing a framework based on coupling:
• The 1D Saint Venant equations to be applied in branches; and
• The 2D Saint Venant equations to be applied at the junction
area.

Notation
The following symbols are used in this technical note:
A ⫽ area of the control volume;
B ⫽ channel width;
c ⫽ wave celerity;
CFL ⫽ Courant number;
Cⴱ ⫽ Chezy coefficient;
dt ⫽ time step;
E, G ⫽ flux vector;
EY ⫽ estimator of quality;
F ⫽ flux vector;
F ⫽ Froude number;
g ⫽ acceleration due to gravity;
h ⫽ water depth;
K ⫽ separation zone shear coefficient;
Kⴱ ⫽ coefficient of interfacial shear;
Li ⫽ length of interface between two control
volumes;
n ⫽ unit vector outward to the boundary;
n M ⫽ Manning’s roughness coefficient;
Q ⫽ flow discharge;
q ⫽ discharge ratio;
R ⫽ Riemann invariant;
S ⫽ vector of source terms;
S f ⫽ friction slope;
S0 ⫽ bed slope;
S0 ⫽ shear force on interface;
t ⫽ time;
U ⫽ vector of conserved variables;
u, v ⫽ velocity in the x and y directions;
w ⫽ width ratio;
x, y ⫽ Cartesian coordinates;
Y u ⫽ upstream to downstream depth ratio;

YL
⌫
⌬⌫
␦

⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽

lateral to downstream depth ratio;
boundary of the control volume;
length of the edge of a control volume; and
junction angle.

⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽

downstream section in main channel;
downstream section in branch channel;
left and right sides of an edge; and
upstream section in main channel.

Subscripts
d
L
共L , R兲
u
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